Tech Cagers Bow To Mass. U., 64-47
Snapping Winning Streak At Five Games
After Toppling Wellesley By 68-61

Afterdowning a favored Wellesley five, 68-41, on Saturday night for its fifth win in a row, M.I.T.'s basketball boys led by the University of Massachusetts, 64-47, on Tuesday. When asked the reason for his team's abrupt about-face, Tech Coach "Spit" Whistler said that the difference in effectiveness of Carl Haas '55 and Stan Shlesky '56, two of his teams mainstays, between games and the drop in shooting percentage suffered by the least as a whole were the decisive factors.

The story of the Wellesley game was the tale of M.I.T.'s superior height. For three periods the Cardinals led on the strength of their extraordinarily accurate shooting. They sunk between fg ts

when asked who shot the reason for his team's Hallee, in the brief time he played three or four shots for every one U 8 MASS.
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The Tech track team swept to their story of W.I.T.'s superior height.
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The big men of M.I.T.'s victory, in 22 20 64
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